Anti-Rhetorical Strategies in Early Modern Images of Comic Actors:
Harlequin crowded by odd little creatures. According to the tradition, the mesnie Hellequin carried the children who died before being christened. 16 According to Henry Rey-Flaud, the brood depicted in the miniature are illegitimate and abandoned children adopted at the moment of their death. 17 In this case, the reference would be more precisely to a social behaviour deserving to be stigmatized with a burlesque procession.
An engraving by Jacques Callot shows a riding of an ass backward, an iconographical subject deriving from the medieval tradition of scornful attitudes, related to the widespread category of obscena and adopted also during the feasts of fools. 18 23 Such echoes of an enduring tradition of scorn and derision enrich the fruitful breeding-ground from which commedia dell'arte stems. 
